DevOps with GitHub
Adoption Quickstart
Two-week Implimentation

This DevOps with GitHub Adoption Quickstart is an engaging 2-week
collaboration with the skilled team at GenUI. Using best practices already proven
on large-scale open source projects like Kubernetes or Microsoft Visual Studio
Code, GenUI will deliver a reliable GitHub foundation for building proprietary
enterprise-grade software.
With measurable disruption happening in every industry, software development teams must adapt to
keep pace. With Github, you can turn three potentially catastrophic trends into wins:

Insufficient supply of
developers

Enable your devs with
preferred tools to increase
recruitment and retention

99% of codebases use
open source

Secure your use of open
source end to end

The struggle to adopt
DevOps

Optimize your production
pipeline

With GenUI’s DevOps with GitHub Adoption Quickstart we’ll help expedite your transition to GitHub,
accelerate your digital transformation and rocket you ahead of your competition.

How it Works

Phase I: Establish
Fundamentals

Phase II: Secure Your
Supply Chain

Optimally structure your GitHub
organization/teams, and import
or migrate existing source
code from other source control
systems. Whiteboard, implement,
and socialize the most effective
branching strategies to improve
work isolation and quality.
Integrate with work item tracking
tooling for traceability.

Leverage GitHub’s advanced
security tools to secure your
software supply chain. Leverage
automatic variant analysis for
detecting vulnerabilities and their
variants early and prevent them
from reaching production. Create
workflows that automatically
suggest fixes for vulnerable
dependencies.

Cost

Contact

$25,000*

Click here

*May vary by number of

To chedule your focused

repos, teams, and pipelines

GitHub Adoption Quickstart
today!

Phase III: Continuous
Integration /
Continuous Delivery
Focus on automation using best
of breed tools. Utilize GitHub
Actions for CI and automating
processes. Utilize Azure Pipelines
for CD to automate deployments
to environments. Dramatically
improve your commit-toproduction process, reduce cycle
times and increase the quality of
your software.

